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America?   The intermingling of all these varied races
might well have resulted in the wide diversity of types
and tribes in America, and it would account for the
fact that, here and there, throughout the length and
hreadth of the western hemisphere, we find individuals
and tribes who seem types of far distant tribes and
races ; as well as words, artifacts and customs similar
to, or identical with, like things of tribes separated by
thousands of miles, and apparently in no way related,
Whatever the solution to the problem, despite the
fact  that  the  history of  the  American  Indian is
shrouded in mystery, we know that when the first
Europeans set foot on the western hemisphere the
country was inhabited by countless distinct and diverse
tribes.    Indeed, the variation of races, customs and
dialects was far greater in the New World than in
the Old.  In California alone, more than one hundred
distinct languages or dialects were spoken by the
Indians within an area of a few square miles, a greater
number for the same amount t)f territory than in any
other portion of the world.    The condition of the
natives at the time of the European invasion varied
as greatly as their tongues and characters. Some were
primitive naked savages; some were nomads; some
hunters; some agriculturalists.    Some dwelt in the
flimsiest shelters of brush and bark ; others had large,,
well-built,  wooden houses;  some had  dwellings  of
stone; others built their homes of adobe, and some used
skins of beasts.   All had advanced far above the ape-
like type, and used well-made weapons, tools and im-
plements.    The majority were in the Stone age, but
many had learned to smelt metals and used bronze
or copper, gold and silver.   Many had reached a high

